
  

TORVILL AND DEAN                  

Can you explore the Arctic as part of our topic Going Places? 

   Challenge 2: Make your own iceberg! 

Link making your iceberg to the floating and sinking experiment previously done.  

1. Look at the objects that have been tested and predict (make a good guess) about which objects might go to the 

top of the iceberg when it is frozen and which might sink to the bottom. Write a list to keep your predictions safe.  

2. Fill a container with water and put the objects into it - look at what happens to each of the items - will they stay   

at the top/ bottom when the iceberg is made? 

3. Place the container in the freezer overnight. 

4. Take the container from the freezer and explore the results! Talk about what the ice 

feels like, which objects are sticking out the top?  

5. Pop the ice out of the container and look at which objects have sunk to the bottom. 

Were your predictions correct? 

6. Place the iceberg back into the container and watch as it melts. 

7. Speed the melting process up by sprinkling salt onto the ice or warm water- talk to your child about what is 

happening.  

8. Did the objects all float and sink as predicted?  

OR 

1. Fill 2 sandwich bags with water and seal them closed. (You could add arctic animals to 

the bags if you have any or even some letters!) 

2. Freeze the 2 bags. 

3. Fill a bowl with water (add food colouring if you want to) and add the ‘icebergs’. Have fun 

playing with the icebergs- talk about what is happening to the ice as it melts- I f you have 

added letters or animals to the iceberg they will begin to float or sink in the water for your 

child to play with.  

  

Fun Facts about the Arctic: 

 It is the northernmost continent in the 

world.  

 The North Pole is in the Arctic. 

 Lots of different animals live in the 

Arctic such as: polar bears, wolverines, 

birds, arctic foxes, walrus and seals.  

 At least once a year the Arctic is in 

complete darkness and gets no 

sunlight.  

 It is home to the Narwhal which is also 

known as “the unicorn of the sea”.  

 

You can find out lots more information about 

the Arctic by visiting: 

https://www.natgeokids.com/uk/discover/geo

graphy/general-geography/ten-facts-about-

the-arctic/ 

 

Challenge 1: Float or sink? 

Fill up a bucket or a sink with water (you could add blue food 

colouring to make it like the sea). Find different objects from 

around the house and test them in the water to see if they float 

or sink.  

 

How many objects did you find that float? How many objects 

did you find that sink? Did you find more objects that can float 

or more objects that sink? Tell an adult what you noticed about 

the different objects. Why do you think some of them floated 

on the water and some of them sunk? Now make a poster that 

shows your findings.           

 

 

 
Challenge 3: Create an igloo! 

FUN FACT! 

An igloo is a shelter made from bricks 

of snow. 

We hope you are all okay! Keep safe and keep smiling! 

Love Mrs Barker, Mrs Toland, Mrs Morley, Mrs Round and the 

rest of the EYC team  
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